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Fig. 1. The interface of LiberRoad consists of three main views and auxiliary views. The main view transforms between the Location
Graph (A), the Event Timeline (B), and the Geomap (C). The other views are the time axis (D), the book list (E), and legends (F). In a
usage case that analyzes the circulation of Chinese classics from China to Japan through history, experts filter on different time periods.
(a) the Kamakura period, (b) the Muromachi period, (c) the Edo period, (d) the Meiji period.

Abstract— Books act as a crucial carrier of cultural dissemination in ancient times. This work involves joint efforts between visualization
and humanities researchers, aiming at building a holistic view of the cultural exchange and integration between China and Japan
brought about by the overseas circulation of Chinese classics. Book circulation data consist of uncertain spatiotemporal trajectories,
with multiple dimensions, and movement across hierarchical spaces forms a compound network. LiberRoad visualizes the circulation
of books collected in the Imperial Household Agency of Japan, and can be generalized to other book movement data. The LiberRoad
system enables a smooth transition between three views (Location Graph, map, and timeline) according to the desired perspectives
(spatial or temporal), as well as flexible filtering and selection. The Location Graph is a novel uncertainty-aware visualization method that
employs improved circle packing to represent spatial hierarchy. The map view intuitively shows the overall circulation by clustering and
allows zooming into single book trajectory with lenses magnifying local movements. The timeline view ranks dynamically in response to
user interaction to facilitate the discovery of temporal events. The evaluation and feedback from the expert users demonstrate that
LiberRoad is helpful in revealing movement patterns and comparing circulation characteristics of different times and spaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Books serve as a medium for cultural exchanges between different
regions. The spread of Chinese classics in Japan has had a profound
impact on Japan’s academic and cultural development. The prefaces,
postscripts, annotations, and seals upon the aged leaves record the
footsteps of the classics as they traveled from China to Japan, traversing
time and space, which have become vital clues to trace the spread
and integration of discrepant civilizations through history. Traditional
humanities studies focus on specific books or collections, meticulously
examining every aspect of their circulation and preservation, thereby
shedding light on the cultural dynamics within particular temporal and
spatial contexts in Japan. Nowadays, there is a growing desire among
humanities scholars to piece together the scattered exchange episodes,
taking a panoramic view of the cultural history of both countries.

This work involves joint efforts between visualization researchers
and humanities scholars specializing in overseas Chinese classics. Our
goal is to assist Chinese classics experts to develop a complete under-



standing of the spatiotemporal circulation data in a visual manner and
to explore new research questions regarding the history of China-Japan
cultural exchanges. Our humanities collaborators have gathered the
circulation trajectories of sixty-four representative classics collected in
the Syoryobu Department of Imperial Household Agency, which cover
a long time span from the 10th century to the 20th century.

The study of book circulation is gaining momentum among human-
ities scholars around the world and has increasingly applied digital
techniques. A good example is the establishment of the MEI 1, a
database that records the provenance of the book trade in the fifteenth
century. The database developed the BookTracker [61] to present the
spatial movement of queried books on a scalable map. While Book-
Tracker emphasizes geographic trajectories and data retrieval ability,
we found that traditional map visualizations are not sufficient for visu-
alizing the multi-faceted circulation data to support in-depth analysis
such as pattern identification. On the one hand, the 2D map does not
show temporal attributes, which is important for reflecting the cultural
characteristics of different eras. On the other hand, the historical book
movement data is unique in its significant uncertainty and heterogeneity.
Each institution along the trajectories bears distinct cultural meanings,
requiring a fine-grained and accurate presentation of movement pat-
terns, which is hard to be achieved on a map due to clutter caused by
non-even spatial distribution. To our knowledge, there is no existing
literature that provides comprehensive visual analytics approaches for
the specific and unique book circulation data.

To fill this gap, we propose LiberRoad from the interdisciplinary per-
spective of humanities and visualization. Domain experts are concerned
about the detailed circulation history of a single book, the relation and
communication between entities, as well as collection features in dif-
ferent eras, locations, and institutions, which embody rich scholarly
features and cultural exchange. Based on the tasks identified from
user interviews with domain experts, we propose the triple view design
that equips experts with both temporal and spatial perspectives. The
Event Timeline view and the Geomap view stress the temporal and
spatial attributes respectively. While these common event sequence and
trajectory visualization methods provide an intuitive presentation, it is
difficult to observe the overall patterns (e.g., convergence, divergence,
and propagation) on the detailed timeline or highly aggregated map.
The Location Graph view is proposed to reveal circulation patterns tak-
ing into consideration the spatial uncertainty at different levels, where
institutions are represented with circles packed into hierarchical loca-
tions or on the border of the minimum level of certain regions. Flexible
selection and filtering, together with a smooth transition between the
three views, enable experts to explore multiple facets interactively.

We introduce two cases with humanities research significance to
demonstrate the effectiveness of LiberRoad in supporting high-level
domain research tasks, which is also proved by the interview with
domain experts. A user experiment is conducted to figure out the
effectiveness of each view in various tasks as well as verify the system’s
ability to help users from both humanities backgrounds and technical
backgrounds understand the basic characteristics of the circulation data.
The main contributions of this paper include:

• The design space of book circulation studies through visual ana-
lytics, providing a new perspective for the domain research.

• The Location Graph, a novel uncertain-aware visualization
method for geospatial data via an abstractive hierarchical graph.

• LiberRoad, a visual analytics system that equips users with com-
prehensive spatial and temporal perspectives by combining the
Location Graph view, the Event Timeline view, and the Geomap
view with smooth transition.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the book circulation study and trajectory
visualization. Since the boook circulation entails temporal event se-
quences with significant uncertainty, we also review event sequence
visualization and uncertianty visualization.

1The 15cBOOKTRADE Project website (accessed in June 2023).
https://15cbooktrade.ox.ac.uk/.

2.1 Book Circulation Study
In this work, the term “Chinese classics” refers to the classics that
are located outside of China, such as extraterritorial editions, and an-
cient Chinese books that have been disseminated abroad, which have
promoted the dissemination of Chinese culture [35]. In general, the
research subjects of the circulation of Chinese classics involve impor-
tant works such as the Analects [33] and the Records of the Grand
Historian [62, 64], extending to other book categories. The scope of
the circulated Chinese classics ranges from East Asia to Europe [34,63],
North America [65], and other regions. Baed on the dissemination of
Chinese classics, researchers also pay attention to academic history and
cultural history issues, such as the relationship between the dissemina-
tion of Chinese classics and the development and changes of academic
thought, and their cultural influences [52]. Important concepts such as
“the road of Chinese classics” have been proposed [45, 53]. The lack of
standardized databases and effective analytical tools has been hindering
domain experts from in-depth analysis of large-scale circulation from a
holistic view. In this work, we introduce visual analytics techniques for
the first time into the Chinese classics circulation domain.

With the development of digital technology, scholars in various fields
have become increasingly aware of the importance of collecting data
on the dissemination of historical books. Worldwide, databases such as
MEI [11] have been established. To assist domain experts in browsing
book movement data, BookTracker [61] has visualized the user-queried
book trajectories in the MEI database with a 2D map emphasizing the
geographic perspective of the movement data. In contrast, our work
targets specific domain problems and proposes high-level analysis tasks,
such as discovering movement patterns and comparing features across
different spatiotemporal dimensions.

2.2 Trajectory Visualization
Trajectory visualization is widely studied in the past decades. Many dif-
ferent kinds of methods and techniques are proposed to tackle different
level of tasks [5, 17]. According to Andrienko [2], trajectory visualiza-
tion methods can be taxonomized into three categories, direct depiction,
summarization, and pattern extraction. The direct depiction method
is to visualize the trajectory directly in 2D or 3D space [28, 29, 48].
Many visualization and interaction techniques can be used to augment
the direct depiction of trajectories, like animation [24], texture [56],
lens [47]. While direct depiction suffered from clutter and other scala-
bility problems, it is intuitive and suitable for inspecting details, which
is adopted in our system providing the detail view.

The summarization methods aggregate the trajectory data. like spa-
tial aggregation [67], flow aggregation [23], and path aggregation [1].
In our task, episodic [6] trajectory data and the factor that scholars
pay more attention to the conceptual geographical location rather than
precise geographical position push us to choose more abstract aggre-
gation methods, the geo-network [44]. Easy-to-use tools, such as
Vistorian [7], have been developed for humanities scholars to create
geo-network visualizations. More abstractly, the trajectories can be
viewed as dynamic hypergraphs [19, 49]. However, the uncertainty and
hierarchical structure of the spatial information make it challenging to
design the aggregation visualization for trajectories.

The pattern extraction methods distill higher-level semantic infor-
mation from data. For example, important events or places [3, 4] are
detected before being displayed to users. Or crucial derived attributes
are calculated and demonstrated to users like proximity between ob-
jects [14] or curvature and turning significance of routes [55]. While
pattern extraction methods lose many details in data and require a pre-
defined analysis pipeline, they are not suitable for our task, which has
an immature research pipeline with heavy dependency on data details
and background knowledge.

2.3 Visual Event Sequence Analysis
An event sequence is a series of discrete events in the temporal order.
Visualization techniques have been applied to tell the story of specific
event sequences [8] or facilitate analysis of multiple sequences such
as identifying patterns, predicting events, and comparing features. A
straightforward way to visualize event sequences is to draw directly



on timelines [43], which could be enhanced by flexible interactions
to adapt to analysis tasks. Concerning the sequence causality, Life-
lines align the same events to observe the factors related to certain
diseases [50]. Lens magnification supports Focus+Context exploration
on temporal sequences with large and dynamic event data [31]. When
the number of sequences gets large, aggregation is used to provide an
overview and reveal patterns. Sequence-level aggregation organizes
the timelines into hierarchies, [10, 60], which has been improved with
sophisticated algorithms and interactions [21, 38]. Event-level aggrega-
tion focuses on the subsequence patterns, usually grouping the events
with similar types together and showing the transfer between different
states, such as the Sankey diagram [42] and its extensions [59]. Besides
Sankey diagrams, MatrixWave [68] adopts zig-zag matrices to visualize
transfers between massive states, and Di Bartolomeo et al. [16] aligned
sentinel events to present high-level patterns. Another way of clustering
is based on the automatic calculation of similarity between sequences
to shed light on potential patterns [25].

Though effective in discovering patterns, the above aggregation
methods do not apply to our data in that the book movement sequences
are highly heterogeneous, which cannot be simply aggregated according
to the roughly classified types. For example, libraries of the same
type are different in academic characteristics. Books that have been
collected by the same type of libraries or agents probably have distinct
cultural impacts, which should be distinguished. Storylines, which
bend the timelines and portray the relationship between entities over
time while preserving individuality, are more adapted to our data [32,
39, 46]. However, considering the relatively large scale of books and
accessibility to humanities scholars, we decided to use the straight
timelines enhanced by dynamic ranking to present relationships.

2.4 Uncertainty Visualization
Early in the last century, there has been a lot of discussion on and
approaches to uncertainty in scientific visualization, which comes from
data acquisition (e.g., measurements), transformation (e.g., sampling),
and visualization (e.g., rendering) [41]. Uncertainty in data can
seriously affect analysis and decision-making [57], which should be
considered in visualization seriously [9, 15]. In humanities study, data
tends to encompass inherent uncertainty due to the loss of historical
evidence. Recently, Panagiotidou et al. [40] have proposed a taxonomy
for uncertainty origins and classification of coping strategies in digital
humanities visualization. Uncertainty in book circulation involves du-
bious spatiotemporal information. The multi-degree and non-statistical
nature of uncertainty in humanities data makes it challenging to directly
apply existing methods in information visualization, such as visualiza-
tion for uncertain trajectories [12, 54] and temporal uncertainty [22],
resulting in the development of domain-oriented visual designs [30,58]
and visual reasoning [66].

In book circulation data, most of the time and space are uncertain
with a wide range of possible values, making it difficult to estimate sta-
tistical models [30] or encode on maps [37]. The significance of spatial
uncertainty motivates us to design the Location Graph based on the
circular treemap. Circular treemaps have shown the potential to be mod-
ified to express uncertain hierarchical data in Bubble Treemaps [20],
where leaf values are unknown. In our case, the values are certain, but
the tree structure is incomplete.

3 BOOK CIRCULATION DATA

In this section, we introduce the collection and uniqueness of historical
book circulation data. These data contain profound cultural signifi-
cance but also possess uncertainty and multi-faceted attributes, posing
challenges for visualization design.

3.1 Data Collection
One of the most important research materials among the Chinese books
circulated overseas are the Song-Yuan editions, the earliest printed
versions in China, which served as a significant carrier for the mass
dissemination of Chinese culture through large-scale printing. However,
with the long passage of time, only a few well-preserved Song-Yuan
editions remained today, with only slightly over 5,000 copies existing.

The Syoryobu Department of the Imperial Household Agency in Japan
is the most representative institution that holds the largest and high-
quality collection. Our domain collaborators manually collated the
transmission events of 64 books collected in the Syoryobu Department
by carefully examining inscriptions, postscripts, and bookplates within
the printed versions of Song-Yuan editions of Chinese books, combined
with relevant historical knowledge.

As is shown in Figure 2, each book contains basic information such
as the title, category, author, version, place and time of printing. At
the same time, each book includes a sequence of transmission events,
with each event including the order, time, location, book repository,
intermediary, and printed materials used to infer the attributes of the
transmission event. Since many records in the books are incomplete and
much historical information is difficult to verify or investigate due to
the distant period, even with our collaborator possessing profound pro-
fessional knowledge, accurate attributes of many transmission events
cannot be inferred, resulting in significant uncertainty in the data.

Fig. 2. The book circulation data is spatiotemporal trajectories with
multiple dimensions (e.g., institutions, collectors, and their types).

3.2 Data Features
The book circulation data exhibits distinctive spatiotemporal trajecto-
ries, and its uniqueness lies in its structure, features, and significance.

Compound graph structure. The spatial perspective of the tra-
jectories is expressed by the administrative regions and the holding
institutions, rather than precise geographic coordinates. Therefore,
the discrete track points falling on the institutions can be organized
into a hierarchical structure based on administrative divisions. On this
hierarchy, the movement of books between libraries forms a network,
resulting in a compound graph structure.

Non-uniform distribution. The trajectories are uneven in time and
space. Affected by political and cultural backgrounds, the circulation
of books varies greatly over historical periods, with some carrying
little movement while others observe frequent circulation. In terms of
spatial distribution, a large number of institutions are located in limited
geographical regions in Japan, while other areas are relatively sparse.

Significant uncertainty. Not every collector would stamp their seal,
nor would every library leave behind a complete catalog. Even if there
are some records, the attributes might be missing or ambiguous. The
time periods are mostly inferred intervals, either bounded or unbounded.
Some book seals belong to collectors who are not well known in history,
making it difficult to infer their identity and location.

Bearing profound cultural meaning. Books are the crystallization
of civilization, and the spread of books is an extension of culture. Each
node in the trajectory, be it a famous collector or an unknown institution,
signifies the diffusion of culture and serves as an important entry point
for scholars to delve into the history of academic development as well
as cultural exchange, therefore unneglectable.

4 DESIGN RATIONALE

In this section, we introduce the identification of design requirements
and tasks through interviews with domain experts. Based on the estab-
lished tasks, we propose the triple view design of LiberRoad to support
analysis tasks from various perspectives.

4.1 Preliminary Interview
We conducted interviews with five domain experts to identify the de-
sign requirements. Two of them (P1 and P2) are our collaborators,
and two (P3 and P4) were researchers who study the movement of



Chinese classics. Notably, P3 is from Japan and provided valuable
insights into the cultural context. Another participant (P5) is a Ph.D.
student majoring in this field. During the interviews, we asked the par-
ticipants the following questions. (1) What is the traditional workflow
for studying the circulation of Chinese classics? (2) What aspects of
the multiple book circulation data are of interest? (3) What are the
research questions in the field of Chinese classics circulation? (4) How
should the uncertainty of data be approached? (5) What are the design
requirements you expect for a visualization system? The findings on
design requirements are summarized as follows.

Emerging field embracing visual illumination. Traditional domain
studies focus on specific books or a few books, tracing their movement
paths. Regarding large amounts of data on book collections, researchers
indicated that there is currently no mature research on large-scale
Chinese classic circulation, nor is there an established workflow. As
P4 said, “Even in the humanities field, research on the history of
dissemination and collection is new. Although the current project exists
in the form of digital humanities, it is still new in terms of research
content.” Therefore, our system should support the examination of
details for individual books in the traditional workflow, while also
providing informative overviews that enable the discovery of patterns
and provoke potential research directions.

Emphasis on cultural significance behind the data. Humanities
studies put emphasis on exposition and conclusions. Domain schol-
ars draw upon their broad background knowledge to make inferences
and deduce the historical influence of Chinese classics on the regional
culture of Japan. Each facet, such as locations, institutions, and in-
dividuals, reflects an aspect of culture, which might evoke numerous
associations. Different periods, places, and individuals have their own
characteristics, and the introduction of Chinese classics, as well as the
influence it generates, can vary significantly. It is required to present
data from multiple perspectives and support scholars in exploring data
from various angles for probing into cultural differences.

4.2 Task Identification
Numerous analyses and research directions emerged from rounds of
discussions and interviews with the domain experts, from both the
perspective of navigating data and that of new possibilities for overseas
Chinese classics studies. Consequently, the visual analytics system
should provide an effective visualization of the complex book circula-
tion data as well as ample space for exploration and inspiration, while
appealing intuitive and user-friendly for humanities researchers.

T1. Providing an overview. An overview of the basic statistics
about the data is appreciated. Domain experts are interested in the
overall collection of classics at the Imperial Household Agency, namely
the number of books, the proportion of different book categories, and
their printing time (P1, P4). The distribution of the libraries and the
time these classics arrived in Japan is important as well.

T2. Inspecting single book circulation. All interviewers empha-
sized the requirement of inspecting the detailed trajectory of the book
they are interested in. Each movement is of great importance. Experts
will investigate the starting point, when and where it is collected, as
well as the libraries and collectors it encountered along the journey.
Presenting the details would “benefit the general humanities scholars
studying literature or history” (P5) as well, supplementing their studies.

T3. Searching with facets. P2 put forward the demand for complex
retrieval, hoping to query data from multiple perspectives (book type,
time, location, library, agent) and combined attributes (e.g., books move
from one wanted library to another). Experts not only care about a
few specific books, but also a group of books of the same category, the
collection of a person, the collection by libraries of the same type, the
circulation within a specific period of time, and so on.

T4. Identifying patterns. Visualization offers opportunities for un-
covering the intricate intersection of time, location, and collectors (P2).
In visualization, the intersecting relationships can be understood as pat-
terns of trajectories [17]. When examining book circulation, the main
focus is on compound patterns, including divergence, convergence,
and propagation. Books may be “concentrated in one place during a
certain period” (P1), or they might disperse to various locations.

T5. Comparing features. The academic characteristics of different
periods and regions are reflected in the categories of books and the types
of libraries that collected them. Comparison of the features of book
movement in different time and space “might drive a more fine-grained
temporal and regional division” (P2) regarding cultural history.

T6. Presenting uncertainty and provenance. In view of the
ambiguity of the source data, the visualization system should present
where the uncertainty lies. Moreover, “it’s these unclear areas that
are where to find problems and solve problems” (P2, P3). At the same
time, provenance information is required, including the original data
attributes and page images from which the circulation event is extracted,
in order to facilitate scholars’ examination and correction.

4.3 System Overview
LiberRoad provides a triple-view design to enable a comprehensive
analysis of the multi-angle, multi-level, and multi-granularity tasks.
Figure 3 illustrates the design of the three views. Each view targets
a specific perspective and supports low-level tasks distinctively. The
smooth and seamless transition between these views, bringing together
the spatial and temporal perspectives, allows the combination of top-
down and bottom-up exploration, thus supporting users to accomplish
high-level tasks through continuous and multi-faceted analysis.

Fig. 3. Users can switch between the three views of LiberRoad with
smooth transition.

The Location Graph view is a novel visualization method proposed
in this work. This view aims to provide an uncertain-aware overview of
the institutional-level movement (T1), which is powerful in revealing
movement patterns such as the spatial concentration of multiple books
into a collecting institution (T4). The Event Timeline view presents
the detailed temporal circulation sequence of each book (T2), which is
enhanced by interactive dynamic ranking to show temporal relations
of movement events (T4). The Geomap view equips users with an
intuitive geospatial perspective, providing an overview of movement
between geographical regions (T1) as well as detailed single book
trajectories (T2). The interactable visual elements, including editions,
event nodes, institution nodes, locations, collectors, and paths, sup-
port focus on different facets (T3). The combination of the spatial
perspective and temporal perspective allows the discovery of high-level
patterns, e.g., the convergence of books into an institution or a location
within a short time period (T4). With further selection and filtering,
users can compare different patterns to analyze the collection and cul-
tural features of different time and space (T5). The Event Timeline
view and Geomap view display provenance information on demand,
and all three views present uncertainty with elaborate design (T6).

It is common and intuitive to visualize trajectories with a map and
visualize temporal event sequences by a timeline, which we showed
to the domain experts during the initial design stages. Domain experts
found the map necessary, which they are familiar with, thus correspond-
ing to their spatial cognition and “easily triggering the association with
related domain knowledge” (P2). The timeline is also appreciated,
which represents the trajectories in a detailed manner so that users can

“clearly inspect the specific movement of each book” (P5). However,
since the unevenly distributed origins and destinations are cluttered
and aggregated on the map, directly visualizing book trajectories on
the map is not sufficient for revealing institutional-level circulation pat-
terns. At the same time, the detailed and sparse timelines do not provide
an overview of the overall circulation. This deficiency of traditional
map and timeline visualization motivated the proposal of the Location
Graph, which organizes institutions into regional hierarchies and places
uncertain locations on the circle borders. The transition between the
three views not only bridges the perspectives but also helps experts



establish psychological connections between traditional methods and
new visualization designs, enabling an easy and wide exploration and
analysis space for humanities scholars.

5 LIBERROAD SYSTEM

This section presents the design and methodological details of the three
main views as well as auxiliary widgets of the LiberRoad system.

5.1 Location Graph View
The Location Graph provides an overview of spatial movement between
institutions and locations. Due to the spatial uncertainty and disparity
in the area of regions, it is non-trivial to visualize the institutional-
level movement while preserving the overall context. On a map, it
is necessary to zoom in extensively to see specific institutions. The
locations of many historical collecting institutions are unknown, making
it difficult to place them on the map in a way that produces little
misinformation. While node-link diagrams directly show the nodes and
edges, institutions in the same location would be dispersed in different
positions on the screen, making it difficult to associate the institutions
with geospatial relations. In the context of geographical information,
scholars prioritize the concept of regions over real spatial distance. As
a result, we abstract the movement between discrete locations into a
graph, on which the locations are packed into hierarchical circles. The
positions of these circles maintain the relative geographical directions.
The institutions with uncertain accurate locations are placed on the
border of the most precise known area.

Fig. 4. Construction of the Location Graph. (a) actual locations (b)
inferred locations (c) extracted hierarchy which represents different levels
of uncertainty (d) certain locations are packed into nested circles and the
uncertain institutions are placed on the border of the parent node.

Extracting uncertain spatial hierarchy. The spatial attributes
of each trajectory include ancient locations, modern locations, and
holding libraries. Due to changes in ancient administrative divisions
and difficulties in standardizing their expression, we established the
hierarchical structure based on modern locations. Figure 4a shows the
ideal hierarchy, where the libraries are attached to the cities where they
are located. However, the inferred locations have different levels of
uncertainty (Figure 4b). For example, for some libraries, we know the
prefecture but don’t know the exact city, while for some other libraries,
the prefecture is unknown as well. Figure 4c shows the reorganized
hierarchy according to the known spatial information. Nodes with
higher uncertainty have lower depth.

Positioning nodes. Nodes on the extracted tree can be classified into
three categories: region nodes, certain library nodes, and uncertain
library nodes. The region nodes refer to the non-leaf nodes (dashed cir-
cles in Figure 4c), representing the known administrative regions. The
certain library nodes refer to the leaf nodes without non-leaf siblings,
representing libraries with known locations. In contrast, the uncertain
library nodes refer to the leaf nodes with non-leaf siblings, representing
libraries with unknown locations. The region nodes and certain library
nodes are positioned by circular packing, and the uncertain library
nodes are placed on the border of their parent nodes (Figure 4d). We
refer to the region nodes and the certain library nodes as inner nodes,
and the uncertain library nodes as border nodes when introducing the
layout algorithm. Taking the hierarchical constraints, graph readability,
and geographic similarity into consideration, the node layout is divided
into two stages, which is illustrated in Figure 5. In the first stage, the
approximate positions of inner nodes are determined, with the goal of

approximating geographic positions while maintaining node compact-
ness. In the second stage, the positions of border nodes are placed with
the goal of reducing path length.

Fig. 5. The two-stage node layout algorithm. (a) In the first stage,
the circles are placed in sequence. Each new circle is tangent to two
adjacent circles on the front-chain [51]. The adjacent circles are selected
according to the loss of the geographical angles. (b) In the second stage,
the border nodes are placed on the ray from the center of its parent node
to the barycenter of its adjacent nodes.

Stage 1. Place inner nodes. The inner nodes at the same level
with the same parent are depicted as a group of circles represented
by {(Ci,Pi,ri)|i = 1,2, · · · ,n}, where Ci denotes the center of the i-th
circle, Pi denotes the geographical coordinates, ri denotes the radius,
and n is the number of nodes. We revised the circle packing algorithm
proposed by Wang et al. [51] to maintain the relative angular relation-
ships between nodes in the layout. Wang’s circle packing algorithm
considered both the compactness of the layout and the constraint that
nodes should not overlap. In the layout process, a front chain, i.e., the
sequence of outermost nodes, is retained, and new nodes are added one
by one. At each time, the algorithm identifies node Cm that is nearest
from the center of the given canvas and positions the new node C so that
C is tangent to Cm and Cm+1. We modified the strategy for selecting
Cm. A score function is applied to measure the average deviation of the
angle between the node to be placed and the already positioned nodes.
Each time, the node with the maximum score is selected as the tangent
circle. The score function is defined as:

score(Cm) =
n

∑
i=1

<Ci −C,Pi −P >

∥Ci −C∥ · ∥Pi −P∥
· ri,

where C denotes the center of the circle tangent to Cm and Cm+1. While
in the classical circle packing algorithm, the area of the parent node
maps the quantity, and the child nodes adapt to the parent node, we
emphasize the role of institutions and pack the nodes in a bottom-up
manner. The area of the leaf node is determined by the number of
movement events targeted at it.

Stage 2. Tune border nodes. The goal of optimizing the border
nodes is to minimize the edge length. As Figure 5 (b) illustrates, the
border node is placed on the ray that connects the center of its parent
node and the barycenter of its adjacent nodes. For the border node C,
let {(Ci,ri)|i = 1,2, · · · ,n} represents its neighbors, where Ci denotes
the center of the i-th circle, ri denotes the radius, and n denotes the
number of neighbors. The barycenter G of the border circle C is the
weighted mean of the position of the neighbors.

G(C) =
∑

n
i=1 riCi

∑
n
i=1 ri

.

Let α denotes the angle of the vector G(C)−Cp, where Cp refers to
the center of the parent of node C. If the barycenter G(C) coincides
with Cp, we set α as zero. The position of circle C is calculated
as (rp cosα,rp sinα). If C intersects with previously placed border
siblings, we keep adding small offsets to α until there is no intersection.

Visual Encoding. The library nodes are represented by filled circles,
the size of which represents the number of book collections by the
library, and the color represents the type of the library. The region nodes
are dashed circles, representing the administrative boundaries and do
not map the quantities of movements. The styles of the dashed borders
distinguish the hierarchical levels, such as countries, prefectures, and
cities. The edges are drawn with quadratic Bezier curves and the width



of the edge between two nodes encodes the number of books directly
flowing from the source to the target.

5.2 Event Timeline View

The timeline view emphasizes the chronological distribution and se-
quential arrangement of events pertaining to each classic circulation.
In this view, each book is allocated a row, movement events are rep-
resented by circles on the timeline, and the degree of uncertainty is
represented by bold lines.

Time Reasoning. In the collected circulation data, the temporal
uncertainty lies in two aspects: the order of events and the time of
each event. We adopt the order speculated by domain experts and
the circulation of a book can be represented as an event sequence
< e0,e2, · · · ,eN−1 > . The time of the event might be a certain year,
a time period (e.g., the Yuan Dynasty), or before/after a certain year
(e.g. > 1891). We represent the temporal attribute of event ei as a
tuple (Li,Hi, li,hi, ti), where Li and Hi denotes the given lower bound
and upper bound, li and hi denotes the normalized lower bound and
upper bound, and ti denotes the estimated time. The values of L and H
implicitly express four types of uncertainty in the raw data: (1) certain,
if a certain year is given, in which case L = H; (2) bounded, if an
interval is given, in which case L < H; (3) semi-bounded, if the given
time is before or after a certain year, in which case one of L and H is
infinity; (4) unbounded, if the temporal information can not be inferred,
in which case both L and H is infinity. The speculated time of each
event is obtained separately based on information such as the collection
institution and is mostly semi-bounded or bounded. In fact, taking the
constraints of the event order into consideration, we can narrow down
the uncertain range, which is represented by l and h.

• Sequential constraints. The basic constraint for the normalized
bounds is that the preceding events must be earlier than the sub-
sequent events. Thus, l and h should satisfy li ≤ l j,hi ≤ h j,∀i < j.
Also, l and h are bounded within the temporal scope, i.e, from 960
(the beginning of the Song Dynasty) to 1960 (the latest time that the
Syoryobu Department introduced Song-Yuan editions).

• Assumption on the uncertainty levels. We assume that the four types
of uncertainty can be arranged in ascending order of uncertainty
degree as follows: certain, semi-bounded, bounded, and unbounded.
Though, intuitively, the semi-bounded uncertainty is more significant
than the bounded uncertainty, domain experts suggested that the
semi-bounded time can be set as the known bound since the real time
is more likely to be close to the bound.

• Iterative estimation. We calculate the time in the order of the uncer-
tainty level. The time of the certain type and the semi-bounded type
is set by the known bound. If event ei has certain time, ti = Li; If it
is semi-bounded,

ti =
{

li +1, |li|< ∞

hi −1, |hi|< ∞
.

Then, for bounded event e j, the compact bounds (l j,h j) is updated
and the estimated time is the midpoint of the interval: t j = (l j +
h j)/2. Lastly, we update the bounds of the unbounded event ek and
distribute the unknown time points evenly in the interval.

tk = lk−m +
m

m+n
(hk+n − lk−m) ,

where k−m is the order of the earliest event among the consecutive
unbounded events to which ek belongs, and k+n is the last one.

• Visual encoding. Bold line segments are used to encode uncertain
times. When Li or Hi is infinity, the line is represented with dots,
otherwise a solid line is used.

Interaction. Selecting a singular book of interest, the system ex-
hibits a comprehensive exposition of its associated details, including its
version and circulation events. The system also customizes the user’s
experience by dynamically sorting books based on their interests. By
default, the books were sorted in temporal sequence according to the
earliest introduction date because of experts’ emphasize on such key
events. When a particular collector or institution is selected, books are
sorted chronologically based on the time they first passed through it.

5.3 Geomap View
The Geomap view provides both an overview of multiple trajectories
and a detailed single trajectory view. A Mercator-projected map of
East Asia served as the base map. The movement and stop events are
represented as circles and lines on the base map.

Multiple book movement. In the overview, trajectories are ag-
gregated to reduce clutter. Due to the missing and uncertainty in the
episodic data, we aggregate the location of the atomic events instead of
using compound features like the Origin-Destination (OD) movements
or sub-paths. Spatial uncertainty makes trajectory clustering challeng-
ing. Firstly, clustering locations with different scales of uncertainty
might cause misleading. In our data, all locations in book trajectories
are described with administrative districts, where higher level admin-
istrative districts are of wider range and mean huger uncertainty. An
ordinary method is to represent each location as a point on the capital
or centroid of corresponding administrative districts. However, with
large numbers of uncertain locations, this approach would mislead the
users to believe that trajectories are concentrated in the centroid.

To avoid misleading and perverse more accurate uncertainty in the
clustering, we adopted a layered clustering process (Figure 6a). We
discriminate uncertainty in each location according to the administrative
district’s division and cluster locations of different levels separately.
From the finer level to the coarse level, we start from a threshold
level according to the screen sizes (city by default), where we think the
uncertainty under such a level is precise enough under the map scale.
We use the FairPair algorithm [18] to take hierarchical clustering on
each level. The clustered locations will be rendered with a blur filter at
different extents to indicate the scale of uncertainty.

Fig. 6. (a) location clustering according to uncertainty degree (b)
selecting representative labels.

The second challenge is the labeling of clustered locations. Due to
space limitations, we select several representative place names. Direct
methods contain sampling the place names with the highest frequencies
or just adopting the place name of the lowest common ancestor on the
location tree. The result would suffer from co-exists of place names
with containment relationship, while the latter might give over a vague
description of the cluster. We propose a dynamic programming-based
algorithm (Figure 6b) to find a balance between precision and cover-
age while avoiding the coexistence of place names with containment
relationships. For all locations clustered in a group, the place names of
their representative administrative districts form a forest. The problem
is formulated as a tree knapsack problem [13], which can be solved in
O(nL) time complexity. The multiple trajectory overview is rendered
as a geo-network [44] after the location is cluttered. The size of nodes
and the width of edges encode the number of stops and movements. We
adopt the force-directed edge bundling [27] to decrease visual clutter.
The labels are placed with a force-directed label placement algorithm.

Single book movement. In the single trajectory view, users inspect
the geographical information on the map as well as data provenance on
the side panel. To allow users to view trajectory segments in different
scales at one glance, the system automatically recommends magnifying
lenses on the map to display fine local movements that are too small to
see on a uniformly scaled map. To implement lens recommendations,
we detect all point pairs that are too close to draw separately on the map.
We use a disjoint set to group these points into clusters, where points
in the same cluster are expected to be accommodated by a lens. For
each cluster, we compute the magnification of its lens to fit the extent
of its points. The position of the lens is determined by searching for
the nearest available place on the map that is not occluded by countries
related to our data.



5.4 Auxiliary Views
Besides the main view, we provide a book list view (Figure 1E), a
legend view (Figure 1F), and a time axis (Figure 1D) to show the distri-
bution of books and institution types, which serve as filters as well. The
book list view encodes each book as a rectangular glyph and arranges
them according to the four categories. Two vertical lines on the glyph
encode the book’s printing information (dashed line) and the book’s
first transmission to Japan (solid line). The position of the lines repre-
sents time, and the color represents the type of organization. Different
versions of the same book are placed in adjacent positions, which is
indicated by a light-colored background. The legend is designed as
scented widgets, using a bar chart to display the number of circulation
events at different types of libraries and agents. The time axis provides
an interactive interface for filtering the time range and selecting specific
Chinese or Japanese historical periods. Additionally, the time axis
displays significant events in book circulation, including “publication”,
“last appearance in China”, and “first introduction to Japan”, encoded
using three circles and links between them to represent each book.

5.5 Exploring LiberRoad
The LiberRoad system provides three types of actions, namely selection,
filtering, and transforming, allowing users to change their focus and
perspectives flexibly. Selection targets entities in the view, including
six types: books, editions, collectors, locations, institutions, and paths.
Clicking multiple library nodes results in the selection of a path, and
the trajectories of the books which have gone through the path will
be highlighted. Filtering targets a set of related books. There are
five types of filters: book type, collector type, institution type, time
range, and special events. The special events include a book’s printing,
the last known location in China (which probably indicates where the
Japanese obtained the book, reflecting their search strategies), and the
first arrival in Japan (which indicates the main cohort that brought
Chinese classics to Japan). Transforming allows users to change their
perspectives and results in a smooth transition from the current view
to the desired view. Among the three layouts, the Event Timeline
has the lowest level of aggregation, followed by the Location Graph
(aggregated by institutions), and the Geomap (by geographical location).
When switching from a higher-level aggregated view to a lower-level
one, the elements split and move to their corresponding positions.

Fig. 7. The pipeline of LiberRoad. T3 and T6 are fulfilled through visual
encoding and interaction.

Figure 7 shows the pipeline of exploring LiberRoad. Typical ex-
ploration paths are illustrated on the pipeline. The Location Graph
provides an overview (T1). Users can select an edition to examine the
movement of a single book (T2). When observing movement patterns
(e.g., convergence), users can select the institution and switch to the
Event Timeline for validation (T4). By filtering the time range, users
can compare the features of the trajectories in different periods (T5). At
each step, they can select the entities (e.g., institutions and editions) for
detailed examination (T3), represented by the solid arrows in Figure 7.

6 CASE STUDY

We invited the domain collaborators to explore the LiberRoad system in
order to address the questions that they were most concerned with. This
section introduces the exploration process and findings through two
typical cases. The first case is to analyze the characteristics of Japan’s
acquisition of Chinese classics in different periods. The second case is

to analyze the role of different types of collection subjects (institutions
and collectors) in the dissemination of Chinese classics.

6.1 Case 1: Japan’s Acquisition in Different Periods
The primary concern of the domain experts lies in the characteristics
of transnational movement between China and Japan across different
historical periods, which serve as reflections of the variations in the po-
litical, academic, and cultural contexts throughout history. By filtering
for the movement that books were first introduced into Japan, experts
obtained an overview of the transnational circulation (T1), as shown in
Figure 1A. The classics were sourced from regions such as Fujian and
Zhejiang in China and subsequently transported to various locations
in Japan, including Tokyo, Kyoto, Kanagawa, and Oita (Figure 1C).
To examine the circulation of each period, experts brushed on the time
axis (T3). The earliest collections of Chinese classics in our dataset
began during the Kamakura period (1185-1333), as shown in Figure 1a.
During this period, books were primarily accumulated in Kanazawa
Bunko. By selecting Kanazawa Bunko (Figure 1-a1) and switching
to the timeline view (Figure 1-a2), detailed information regarding the
chronological order of book acquisitions was examined. The books
were sorted based on their arrival at this institution, with the majority
arriving after the year 1224. The collection consisted of various types
of books, including classics, histories, masters, and collections, with
a significant portion directly imported from China. Experts observed
that numerous books entered Japan during the Muromachi and Edo
periods. In the Muromachi period, most of the introduced books were
dispersed among temples (Figure 1b). However, as shown in Figure 1c,
during the Edo period, lots of books converged into institutions such as
Saiki Han, Momijiyama Bunko, and Syoheizaka Gakumonjyo (T4).

The Meiji period witnessed a notable decline in transnational circu-
lation, with few books reaching the Imperial Household Agency (Fig-
ure 1-d1). This decrease could be attributed to the active promotion
of Westernization policies by the Japanese government following the
Meiji Restoration, wherein learning from the West and promoting the
modernization of Japanese society became the mainstream of academia
and thought, consequently reducing the promotion of Chinese culture.
Interested in the domestic circulation in Japan during the Meiji period,
experts removed the filter on transnational movement and found that
classics continued to circulate in a well-organized manner in Tokyo (Fig-
ure 1-d2). A significant number of books collected by major institutions
during the Edo period flowed into Naikoku Bunko, and were subse-
quently transferred to the Imperial Household Agency. Indeed, despite
the turbulent political climate during the Meiji period, Japanese Sinol-
ogy research managed to uphold and inherit the academic traditions
established during the Edo period. This continuity paved the way for
the development of highly influential modern Sinology research in
Japan. Through their exploration, experts have acquired a comprehen-
sive understanding of the circulation patterns and characteristics of each
historical period. These findings can be effectively corroborated with
the political and cultural contexts that prevailed during each respective
period. Through their exploration, experts gained a clear understanding
of the circulation patterns and characteristics of each historical period
(T6). These findings can be effectively corroborated with the political
and cultural contexts of each respective period.

6.2 Case 2: Role of Different Types of Agents
Different types of institutions and collectors have played distinct roles
in the circulation of Chinese classics in different periods. Experts
wanted to explore the time periods and locations in which specific
types of collectors were active. The overview of the Location Graph
provides a good starting point for the exploration (T1), showing the
obvious bias distribution of temples in Kyoto (Figure 8-1). Experts
filtered the institution type on “temple” and switch the view to take a
closer inspection. In the Event Timeline view (Figure 8-2), all books
related to temple bubbling up shows the active time of temple institution
covered from the late Kamakura period to the Muromachi period. The
spatial and temporal convergence of the temple reveals the historical
factor, where five mountains in Kyoto led the importing of Chinese
classics into Japan.



Fig. 8. Analysis of the roles of collection institutions and collectors of
different types. (1) Monks of the five mountain literature played a great
role in promoting the spread of Chinese classics. (2) They were active
from the late Kamakura period to the Muromachi period. (3) Since the
Edo period, scholars in the government agency or shogunate agencies
become dominators in the introduction and transmission of books.

Another group of collectors that experts were interested in were the
scholars. By selecting scholar collectors and filtering on time, experts
find scholars became active in circulation from the Edo period (T3). A
strong relationship between scholar collectors and private and college
institutions was detected. From Location Graph (Figure 8-3) showing
scholar collector-related circulation, experts found these private insti-
tutions are smaller in scale and with less certain information. Experts
also observed the imbalanced distribution of related book types, domi-
nated by classic books. This fact confirmed the prevailing of the classic
book under the advocate of Neo-Confucian by the Tokugawa shogu-
nate. The Location Graph also shows the important role of Changping
Han School of Learning, which led to the spread of Confucian Culture,
followed by many other colleges, private libraries, and schools (T4).

7 EVALUATION

The evaluation of LiberRoad system consists of two aspects. We in-
terviewed the domain collaborators to evaluate the effectiveness of
LiberRoad in helping completing domain tasks and accelerating their
workflow. Moreover, to understand the usability of the system, a user
experiment was conducted, providing insights for the future promotion
of LiberRoad as a generic tool for humanists.

7.1 Expert Interview
Interviews with domain collaborators were conducted after the imple-
mentation of the system prototype. We asked the domain experts to
compare their previous workflow that uses Excel tables to inspect data
with visualization-assisted analysis. Experts were assigned the task of
analyzing the characteristics of circulation from China to Japan through
history, which they had proposed in the initial discussions. They were
also encouraged to come up with interesting analysis tasks. Overall,
they approved that the LiberRoad system provides a fascinating visu-
alization and comprehensive analytical perspective. Apart from the
formal interview, our collaborators have been inviting colleagues to ex-
plore the system and we continue to hold regular meetings to exchange
their feedback. We will introduce some unique insights from expert
users, which provoke thinking on future visual design choices.

Embracing novel visual designs. The effectiveness of the Loca-
tion Graph and Event Timeline in presenting details and data features
exceeded experts’ expectations. When designing LiberRoad, P1 and
P2 preferred the maps that they were familiar with and found the other
views a bit abstract to understand. However, presented with the im-
plemented system, experts were surprised at the clarity of the patterns
shown in the Location Graph and the detailed circulation in the Event
Timeline. While the contradiction between novel visual designs and the
conservatism of humanists has been discussed in prior literature [61],

we encourage visualization researchers to push beyond the boundaries
of conventional visual designs and propose novel visualizations for
humanities research.

Supporting analyzing uncertain data. Though one of the experts
(P2) is familiar with programming, the significant uncertainty in the
data has made it difficult for him to perform statistical analysis or
utilize existing map tools to visualize the circulation. As a result, P2
extremely appreciated the design of Location Graph, where uncertain
locations were placed on the circle border. “On the map, points must
be given geographical coordinates, but the abstract graph does not
present precise locations, thus reducing much misinformation.”

Promoting new research paradigms. LiberRoad received unani-
mous acclaim among the colleagues of our domain collaborators, con-
sidered as a prototype for the new research paradigm in the field of
classic circulation studies. Traditionally, scholars need to extensively
review the literature and historical materials to determine what is worth
studying, which takes great effort and limits them to focus on sev-
eral classics, lacking a comprehensive understanding of other books.
With visualization, however, experts are equipped with a top-down
perspective and are able to “see important nodes including pivots and
anomalies in the diagram at once” (P1).

7.2 User Experiment
We conducted a user study to evaluate whether the system is easy for
domain scholars to use, as well as how users interpret the three views
during their analysis. Additionally, we were interested in whether there
exist differences between humanists and technical background users
in the exploration of visual analytics systems, which could provide
insights for future visualization design targeting humanities scholars.
Therefore, we invited users from diverse backgrounds to take part in
the study.

Participants. We recruited 17 participants (5 males and 12 females)
for the experiment. 10 participants were humanists (e.g., literature and
history), and 7 were from the technical background (e.g., computer
science). Participants were asked to specify their experience in charting
software and programming languages on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1
denoted no prior knowledge and 5 indicated a high level of familiarity.
Most participants demonstrated moderate familiarity with charting soft-
ware (average rating of 3.47) but lacked familiarity with data analysis
or visualization using programming languages (average rating of 1.94).

Procedure. First, we asked participants to fill in their basic informa-
tion and gave them a short tutorial about LiberRoad. Participants were
required to complete two mocking tasks to warm up and verify their
understanding of the system. During the study, participants were asked
to answer eleven questions we designed according to the tasks identified
in this work. The questions vary from low-level inspection to high-level
discovery. In order to figure out the usefulness of each view in fulfill-
ing tasks from different aspects, we asked participants to evaluate the
helpfulness of each view on completing each task. To compare users’
exploration with the design expectation, the representative exploration
paths were selected in advance, as shown in Figure 9b. For example,
the path for Q8 means starting from the Location Graph, filtering on
different time periods, then selecting institutions and switching to the
timeline. Then, participants conducted free exploration to observe and
analyze various book circulation events. The study concluded with a
subjective questionnaire to rate the functionality of LiberRoad and a
brief interview with each participant.

Results. Overall, participants got a well understanding of the book
circulation through LiberRoad (average accuracy of 83.57%). Figure 9
shows the user’s ratings on the three views regarding each task, with the
representative exploration paths we designed illustrated in Figure 9b.
In general, the views on the exploration paths received high ratings as
we anticipated. The timeline view was thought helpful for tasks that
require a detailed examination of circulation events (e.g., Q3 and T4),
and the Location Graph was considered useful for discovering spatial
features (e.g., Q1 and Q11).

• Difference in perceiving Location Graph. The most interesting find-
ing is the significant difference in ratings of the Location Graph be-
tween humanists and technical background users for Q2, Q7, Q8, and



Fig. 9. Users’ evaluation of the helpfulness of the three views in different tasks from different perspectives. (a1) all users; (a2) humanity background
users; (a3) users with technique backgrounds. (b) shows the exploration paths we proposed when designing the LiberRoad system and the tasks.
Overall, the role of each view in multi-faceted tasks corresponds to the expectation.

Q9, which involve feature identification and comparison. Humanists
found the Location Graph useful, while technical background users
consider it nearly useless. During the interviews, humanist users
reflected that the Location Graph offers an intuitive way to grasp
circulation patterns. After observing patterns, they would switch to
the timeline to examine the details and confirm their findings. In
contrast, technical users considered that they could accurately per-
ceive time and quantity through interaction on the timeline without
the need to switch between the two views. This finding indicates that
humanists might favor intuitive visualization that can directly answer
their questions, even if it is novel and unfamiliar to them.

• Feedback on clutter in Location Graph. Some participants reported
that the Location Graph suffered from edge clutter, which interferes
with their viewing of nodes and text labels. Traditional edge bundling
methods such as hierarchical edge bundling [26] and force-directed
edge bundling [27] do not perform well on our graph where nodes
have areas and edges are required not to pass through the nodes. In
the current system, the clutter could be reduced by interaction. We
are considering the optimization of node layout and edge bundling
algorithms in future work.

• Guidance on exploring the complex system. Though ratings on the
Location Graph for Q7 and Q8 were high among humanists, Q6, a
similar question that involves identifying main paths, did not receive
a consistent rating. The humanist participants recalled that they were
not familiar with path selection when solving this task, and found
the Event Timeline easier to use. Despite the tutorial, participants
found it difficult to know which elements were interactive when they
started to explore the system. To ease the cognitive load of humanists
in exploring complex visual analytics systems, embedded manuals
and intelligent agents could be investigated in future research.

8 DISCUSSION

This section discusses the comparison between the Location Graph vi-
sualization and the map visualization. We also discuss the scalability of
the Location Graph, and the role of visualization in digital humanities.

8.1 Scalability of Location Graph

The Location Graph is a generalizable method for representing the
book circulation data, as well as other trajectory data with uncertain
and hierarchical locations. In this work, the Location Graph is applied
to trajectories of 64 books with 389 movements (corresponding to 389
edges). These circulation events involve 107 different administrative
regions and 209 institutions, resulting in 316 nodes in the hierarchical
structure of the Location Graph. The Location Graph method can be
extended to include larger-scale book circulation data encompassing
collections beyond those selected in the Imperial Household Agency.
The challenges on larger datasets lie in limited space for visualizing
all the leaf nodes and significant edge clutter. In order to facilitate
the exploration and analysis of numerous locations and institutions, a
promising research direction is the Level of Detail (LOD) exploration
of the hierarchically packed locations, where the nodes expand dynam-
ically according to users’ degree of interest. To reduce edge clutter,
optimized node layout and edge bundling can be investigated.

8.2 Location Graph for Geographical Data
While existing tools for geographical data are usually built on maps
that present precise locations, an abstract form can be an effective alter-
native. Especially, in humanities studies, the location data tends to be
significantly uncertain and scholars would like to analyze features of
fine-grained locations distributed in a vast space. Humanists’ emphases
on region concepts rather than accurate positions and distances allow
us to express locations abstractly. The Location Graph provides hier-
archical conceptual representations of locations and presents different
levels of uncertainty, thus being able to reveal institutional circulation
patterns. In addition to book circulation, we are extending the form of
the circular map to present other data with geographical attributes in the
field of Chinese classics, and have seen the vast potential of visualizing
location data with packed circles to be applied to various scenarios.

8.3 The Role of Visualization in Digital Humanities
In the initial interviews, some experts mentioned that they saw the role
of visualization more in terms of presentation and education, and true
analysis relied on the thinking of humanists. However, when using
LiberRoad, they were surprised by its analytical capabilities. In recent
years, visualization has gained intense attention in digital humanities
research, involving researchers from various domains, i.e., humanities,
visualization, and art [36]. While an increasing number of humanities
scholars have been utilizing visualization tools for data analysis, visual-
ization methods targeting domain-specific tasks do not occupy a large
proportion in the literature associated with digital humanities. The
collaboration on book circulation has made us realize that there might
exist numerous valuable research problems in the humanities domain
that require human-machine collaboration. The unique characteristics
of humanities data, such as uncertainty, necessitate the development
of new visualization methods. Therefore, we encourage visualization
scholars to actively engage in communication with humanists, with a
keen sense of research opportunities and novel visual designs. We hope
such deep interdisciplinary collaboration will drive the paradigm shift
in humanities research, as well as stimulate intriguing methods in the
visualization community.

9 CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose LiberRoad, an effective visual analytics sys-
tem supporting experts to better explore Chinese classic circulation
data. With tight collaboration with domain experts, we identified the
requirements and tasks. The LiberRoad includes three views under a
multi-facet analysis framework. Location Graph, a novel visualization
method, was proposed to visualize the unique circulation data with
significant uncertainty. Two cases as well as the expert interview and
user study proved the effectiveness of the design of Location Graph and
LiberRoad. We position this work as the first attempt to introduce visual
analytics into the Chinese classics circulation study, and to propose a
prototype for the visualization research of historical book movement.
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